“I now predict a profit of $271,800 on every $5,000 on this 50 cent stock.  

Xcelmobility’s (XCLL) historic breakthrough speeds up Internet access by 500% for the explosive multi-billion dollar MOBILE PHONE INDUSTRY”

Xcelmobility (XCLL) is just 50 cents a share. It can easily hit $27.68. The largest cellular carriers in Japan and China tested it out—saw the *phenomenal* results—and agreed to sell it to their 1.072 Billion cell users. That’s PROOF that it works!

Dear Investor:

Why am I so convinced that Xcelmobility (XCLL) can turn $5,000 into $271,800 in under six months? 3 simple reasons…

They’ve *already* invented this technology—*and it works*.

In a blink of the eye, they grabbed 1.3 million users and this can easily go to 832 million users or much more, which could earn them a billion dollars in revenue and $297 million in pre-tax profits.

All three of China’s cellular carriers and one of the largest cellular carriers in Japan have successfully tested Xcelmobility’s breakthrough and agreed to make it available to their combined 1 billion plus cell phone users, a huge customer base.

Xcelmobility (XCLL) Invented
and Patented a Way to Vastly Speed Up Internet Access, Downloading and Watching Videos On Mobile Devices Like Smartphones & iPads

It’s the hottest, fastest growing field on planet Earth. Imagine combining the growth of the global Internet AND smartphones, iPads, netbooks and laptops. That’s what you get with Xcelmobility’s (XCLL) breakthrough.

Once users get a taste of a 500% increase in speed, they’ll never go back. They’ll become addicted to the speed and then routinely expect it. The growth of this industry is phenomenal.

Morgan Stanley Reveals, “Mobile Internet Is Ramping Up Faster Than the Desktop Internet Did.” With 2 Billion People On the Internet, The Future Is Extraordinary

Xcelmobility (XCLL) is just 50 cents a share at the time of this writing. I don’t believe you will ever see an opportunity like this one again to turn $5,000 into $271,800. Consider what they’re saying about the growth of the mobile Internet market. It’s remarkable.

- **Cellular-News reveals**, “The number of PCs in use worldwide has surpassed one billion—but there are more than 4 billion mobile subscribers, indicated vast growth for mobile Internet.”

- **MobileBeyond Research reports**, “New companies often win big. The mobile Internet is growing faster and will be bigger than the desktop Internet.”

- **Nielsenwire reports**, “The mobile media landscape is primed for accelerated growth. Smartphone sales are predicted to lead the way, accounting for nearly half worldwide sales by 2013.”

- **CISCO SYSTEMS says**, “Global mobile data traffic nearly tripled…the mobile network will break the electricity barrier.”

“The 3 largest cell phone companies in Japan and China tried Xcelmobility’s breakthrough and verified that it worked. They have a combined 1.072 Billion customers they’re offering it to!”

- **Mobile Marketer reveals**, “We’re seeing strong growth in Internet access for the mobile space. We’re also seeing smartphones come on like gangbusters.”

**The Global Market for This Breakthrough Is Over 2 Billion People…**
Now consider the size of the Internet market, remembering that MOBILE will be the dominant method of accessing the Internet. Worldwide, there are 2.1 billion users which is up 480.4% since 2000. This staggering figure breaks down as follows:

- **ASIA** has 922.3 million Internet users
- **EUROPE** has 476.2 million users
- **NORTH AMERICA** 272 million users
- **LATIN AMERICA/CARIBBEAN** has 213.9 million

**Xcelmobility (XCLL) Has Just Perfected Their Technology.**

**It Works and They’re About to Roll Out With It Worldwide.**

**The Time to Buy This 50 Cent Stock Is: NOW**

Rarely do you find a stock with such powerful forces working in its favor—especially a stock selling for an astounding 50 cents a share.

This enterprise was founded by three of the shrewdest entrepreneurs in America, Ron Strauss, Chairman; Ryan Ge, Chief Executive Officer and Grace Wang, Chief Operating Officer. I’m convinced that their names will go down along with Bill Gates, Michael Dell and Steve Jobs.

I don’t have to tell you how rich the rewards are in the field of technology. **CA, Inc** soared from $1.87 to $63, up 93 times. **Bally Technologies** went from 39 cents to $49, up 126 times. **BMC Software** rose from $2.60 to $69, up 26 times. **Red hat** hit $57 from $3, up 19 times. The list is **endless**.

**Xcelmobility (XCLL) Has Invented a Miraculous New Way to Instantly Compress Huge Files So That They Load With Lightning Speed and Never “Freeze Up” and Stop**

You know when you get on your smartphone and you try to download a YouTube video? You see that little circle start going around and around? That’s telling you it’s being downloaded slowly because the file is large. If you’re like me, you find it frustrating.

Xcelmobility (XCLL) solves all that. This problem goes away and never returns. Thanks to their patented technology, they instantly compress the file to a manageable size that allows you to see your YouTube video as if you were watching it on TV. It’s that amazingly fast, smooth and efficient.

Their product is called the Mach 5 “Xcelerator” and it enables users to load applications, videos, and web pages instantly when you’re on the Internet using your mobile phone, tablet PC or laptop. Even if you’re just sending an e-mail, it goes 5 times faster.

I’ll get into the details as to how they do this, but for now, let me summarize this remarkable achievement. Xcelmobility’s (XCLL) patented breakthrough is not some application you have to fool around and figure out how it works.
There’s NOTHING to figure out. It works instantly. Subscribe to their service and they do all the work. This is a very important point.

When you start talking about 2.1 billion Internet folks worldwide—the market they’re after, most people are NOT technically oriented. This is PRECISELY why the Mach 5 “Xcelerator” is perfect for them. Anyone can use it.

They get eye-popping speed, no annoying tech issues to figure out and it’s cheap. Users could sign up for this for around a $1 a month. Yes, $1 a month.

Do you think $1 a month is worth it to increase your Internet speed 500%, especially on a smartphone/mobile platform. Of course it is. I frankly think Xcelmobility could eventually charge triple that and people would still break down the door to get it. The next fact blew me away.

**Some of the World’s Largest Carrier Like China Telecom, China Mobile and Softbank and Have Indecently VERIFIED Its Incredible Speed**

This is major news. Anyone can make a claim, but few can back it up with blue chip credentials that include industry giants like CHINA TELECOM with 120 million subscribers and CHINA MOBILE, the world’s largest cell phone company with over 638 million subscribers. Industry-leader SOFTBANK also tested it and said count us in! That’s why $1 billion in revenue with $297 million in pre-tax profits can happen. These markets are huge.

**The Secret Reason Why They Love Xcelmobility’s (XCLL) Mach 5 Xcelerator**

Follow this closely. Worldwide, governments are putting huge pressure on their big cell phone carriers—like AT&T, Sprint and Verizon in the U.S. to expand their ability to carry more and more data so users don’t have to wait forever to get it. Globally, these companies have responded with their 3-G and 4-G services that allow faster, better data transmission.

**BUT IT’S NOT ENOUGH, NOT BY A LONG SHOT.**
This is why they want the Mach 5 “Xcelerator.” They need it because it brilliantly compresses the data so it travels at magnum speeds. This means the carriers can use their existing infrastructure longer because it’s being used more efficiently. This illustration shows that.

The Rewards in Technology Are Astronomical. Most Readers Never Heard of Them, Yet Look at the Gains. I’m Convinced That Xcelmobility Can Turn $5,000 Into $271,800

Consider the facts so far. Here’s an 80 cent stock on the verge of widely distributing a service that could potentially be in demand by every dedicated Internet users on a mobile device no matter where in the world they lived.

Major carriers have verified the fact that their breakthrough works. Already 1.3 million people are using it—and they haven’t even aggressively promoted it. This is a stock that could make history. Look at what these stocks returned. And I believe that Xcelmobility (XCLL) has a better business strategy.

The Return In Xcelmobility (XCLL) Can Be Enormous. Look At This Wealth Chart and Consider How This Could Help Your Portfolio Recover Lost Ground Very Quickly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Becomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>$271,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>$543,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000</td>
<td>$1.359 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$35,000</td>
<td>$1.902 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They Plan to Expand in The Fastest Growing Areas in the World. China, Japan, Hong Kong, and South Korea. etc.
in the World. China, Japan, Hong Kong and South Korea. Asia alone has a staggering 934.6 million people on the Internet!

I’ve seen many small companies stumble because they rush things. Their expansion plans are shrewd, ambitious yet not over-reaching. They’re going to focus on Asia to begin because there are more customers there. China alone has almost one billion cell phone users. When that’s perfected, they’ll move into the U.S., Europe and Latin America.

Asia is a perfect choice to start for another key reason: 44% OF THE PEOPLE IN ASIA ACCESS THE INTERNET VIA A MOBILE DEVICE LIKE A SMARTPHONE AS OPPOSED TO 22% IN THE UNITED STATES.

The Top Cell Phone Carriers In Japan and China Tested Their Breakthrough—Saw Incredible Results — And Agreed to Sell It to Their Hundreds of Millions of Customers

Xcelmobility(XCLL) is now focusing on starting in Japan. One key reason is that 98% of cell phone users in Japan access the Internet using it and not their desktops.

After Japan they will move on to Korea and then China. This step by step approach makes complete sense because you want to be 100% sure that your system is flawless so you can handle a tidal wave of business.

To accomplish this, Xcelmobility (XCLL) has allowed the largest cell phone carriers in Japan to test their breakthrough. The test results were superb AND THEY AGREED TO SELL IT TO THEIR CUSTOMER BASES. The three carriers in Japan are NT&T Docomo, KDDI and Softbank. Together they have 120 million customers.

The same is true for China. The three largest carriers, were so impressed, they decided to offer it to their customers. Xcelmobility could generate an immense customer base of 750 million people for them when they roll out in China. The opportunity is that large. And these people want speed!

Video Growth Is Booming In the Mobile Internet Field. This Means They Need Xcelmobility (XCLL) to Download Them Super Fast. That’s What Xcelmobility Does!

The Guardian newspaper has it right when they say, “A study predicts massive growth in mobile video.” This is confirmed from figures from the Internet giant, The Guardian newspaper has it right when they say, “A study predicts massive growth in mobile video.” This is confirmed from figures from the Internet giant, Cisco Systems. They reveal,
Bain & Company reveals, “Mobile Internet is regarded as the future.” That’s why Xcelmobility at 50 cents a share is worth its weight in gold.”

— Tim Fields

Mobile video traffic was 49.8% of total mobile data traffic at the end of 2010 and will account for 52.8% of traffic by the end of 2011.” Video can take a long time to download.

Xcelmobility (XCLL) Makes Video Compression Simple With This Secret…

I mentioned this earlier briefly. When you hear “compression,” you tend to think of cumbersome some software programs that require technical knowledge. Xcelmobility has solved this problem in a brilliantly clever way.

They maintain a bank of servers that can service Japan, Korea, China and Hong Kong. To use their Mach 5 Xcelerator, you simply load a small app on your phone.

This lets you send the data from your phone to their servers where it is instantly compressed and returned to you. You get back what you wanted from the Internet, like a YouTube video, or anything else, already compressed, ready to watch.

No fooling with apps and no compression software to load or use. That’s a huge competitive advantage. This is why I’m so optimistic about their 50 cent stock hitting $27.68. It’s a rare opportunity for this reason. With ready access to over 1 Billion customers, $1 billion in revenue and $297 million in pre-tax profits would not be out of the question, I actually think it can go above $27.68.

There Are 3 Different Kinds of Stocks, 1.) Game changers, 2.) Excellent Opportunities, 3.) Acceptable-Return-On-Investment Stocks 4.) Born Losers With No Big Idea

Let’s start with game changers which I firmly believe Xcelmobility(XCLL) is. This is the hardest kind of investment to find simply because they accomplish what very few others ever do.

They come up with an idea that has built-in demand in a field with almost unlimited growth and have a product that no one else has. That’s no small task. THIS CATEGORY CAN MAKE YOU RICH.

Virtually all the great household names on Wall Street did this. They had an advantage no one else matched. And their backers quickly grew rich beyond belief. An example would be Wal-Mart. No one does retailing like them. Their stock went from 6 cents a share, adjusted for splits, to $42. $20,000 became $11.56 million.

Then there are also “excellent opportunity” stocks. They don’t have a lock on their market, but they’re well run. You might double your money, or if you’re lucky, triple it. And nothing is wrong with that.

The acceptable return on investment stocks are almost like the stocks you see in an index fund. If the market goes up 6.4%, they might return 7.3%. The born loser group have no big idea, mediocre management and they’re in a slow growth field.

The Trends In Mobile Are All In Super High Growth Areas. This Is Great For the Stock. Imagine Combining the Internet
Along With Mobile/Smartphone Growth!

Some of the major trends that will drive the increased use of the mobile internet over the next several years include:

- **Rapid growth of video** — this includes the proliferation of YouTube, Netflix and personal videos being accessed and displayed on mobile devices

- **Demand to remotely access social media** — such as Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, My Life, MySpace and Renren

- **Cloud computing** — a massive move to cloud computing for sales forces, travelling employees and a desire to reduce IT costs makes fast and secure mobile computing a necessity for most corporations.

- **Location based services** — with the advent of mobile devices utilizing GPS, retailers have a whole new world to bring instant offers such as discounts, customized product offerings and price comparisons to consumers. Groupon is a good example.

One Of The Least Known Strategies In Making Enormous Stock Market Profits Is Timing

I’ve always been a firm believer that getting in at a cheap price is a major plus in making money without taking senseless risks. I absolutely refuse to gamble with my hard earned money.

THIS MEANS BUYING WHEN THE STOCK IS DIRT CHEAP AND ALMOST NO ONE KNOWS ABOUT IT. AT 50 cents A SHARE, XCELMOBILITY (XCLL) IS INCREDIBLY CHEAP NOW, IN PRICE AND RICH IN VALUE.

PLEASE CAREFULLY CONSIDER ALL THE POINTS I’VE MADE IN THIS LETTER. THEN USE YOUR COMMON SENSE.

1.) Would you accept a 500% increase in speed on your mobile phone? Of course you would.

2.) Tired of those “freeze ups” with the little circle spins as it buffers when watching a video, sending an e-mail or signing on to the Internet. Guess what? They’re gone forever with Xcelmobility.
If You Said Yes to Those 3 Questions, You Should Consider Buying Xcelmobility’s Stock. You Like What Xcelmobility Does. Now Multiply This By 226 Million More Consumers Who Agree

It’s really that simple. This is what I classify Xcelmobility as a true game changing stock that could hand you a financial reward so large, it could alter your life for-ever. Very few companies can do that.

Again, I ask you to look at the facts, the figures, the industry it’s in and the prime benefit it offers of speeding up use of the Internet.

The Growth In This Field Is the Greatest I Have Ever Seen in My Entire Career…

“By 2014, over 3 billion of the world’s adult population will be able to transact electronically via mobile or Internet technology,” says Gartner Research.

There is little doubt that the mobile internet is the future of computing.

The 2010 Morgan Stanley report Internet Trends, says the adaptation of the mobile internet is occurring at a faster rate than any technological trend in history.

From social networking to cloud computing, fast and secure mobile access to the internet will be the next key driver of computing. AND XCELMOBILITY (XCLL) IS SITTING ON TOP OF IT ALL—AT 50 cents A SHARE!

Where do you find out about stocks like Xcelmobility? In my newsletter, Untapped Wealth. It’s $99 a year and $149 for two years.

You Don’t Have Is Time to Delay a Decision. I’m NOT the Only One Who Looks for Stocks Like Xcelmobility. Once Word Really Gets Out, It Could Be Too Late

Here’s my concern. I’m not the only one who will realize this. This is especially true because it’s in the mobile Internet field. If this happens, the price could rapidly rise. You don’t want to overpay.

This is what I would do. Call your discount broker and pick up as much stock as you feel comfortable with. You can always add more later on. But at least you won’t miss it.
This is an easy decision to make. Look at the overwhelming facts. Imagine, the three biggest cell phone companies in Japan and China check it out and say, COUNTME IN. Can you afford to miss this?

Don’t get left behind on Xcelmobility. Imagine turning $5,000 into $271,800 or more. You’d never forgive yourself if you missed an opportunity to do that. Come join us!

Sincerely Yours,

Tim Fields, Editor
Untapped Wealth

PS. Ask yourself one question. Would you pay $1 a month to increase the speed of everything you do, on your computer by 500%? I sure would. And I believe that there are hundreds of millions of people around the globe who would also. Don’t miss Xcelmobility at 50 cents a share!

"My Publisher Thinks I’m Crazy - But I Want To Give You $520 Worth Of My Best Research, Absolutely Free - Then Show You How To Multiply That Amount 10 Fold!"

Yes, you read that right...

Not only am I giving you $520 worth of my most in-depth profitable research for FREE, but I’m guaranteeing you, it’ll be worth no less than $5,200 within the next 12 months.

Hi, my name is Tim Fields, editor of Untapped Wealth, and I’m making you this bold offer not out of blind charity, but because I know once you profit along side me, you’ll become a customer for life...

And from my prospective - that’s just good business.

To give you an example of the type of wealth multiplying profits you’ll have exclusive access to, have a look at what I’ve recently returned current subscribers:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SWHC:} & \quad \text{\$2.61-$5.80 = 122\% Gain} \\
\text{DRJ:} & \quad \text{\$0.84-$2.20 = 162\% Gain} \\
\text{VMW:} & \quad \text{\$22.10-$89.18 = 303\% Gain!!} \\
\text{TXN:} & \quad \text{\$14.77-$28.98 = 96\% Gain} \\
\text{SSO:} & \quad \text{\$25.62-$45.70 = 78\% Gain} \\
\text{CCIH:} & \quad \text{\$13.90-$30.70 = 121\% Gain} \\
\text{WGMGY.PK:} & \quad \text{\$0.013-$0.03 = 131\% Gain} \\
\text{BORN:} & \quad \text{\$7.10-$20.50 = 189\% Gain}
\end{align*}
\]

Now to be fair I did have some losers during this period:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ISSI:} & \quad \text{\$17.05-$5.00 = 74\% Loss}
\end{align*}
\]
OPTT: $6.95-$6.71 = **3.5%** Loss

STRL: $14.80-$12.72 = **14%** Loss

On balance I think you’ll agree the good outweighs the bad.

See, the moment you sign up for your FREE subscription to *The Daily Market Beat* and *Small Cap Fortunes* you’ll get expert insights into *proven profit producing investment strategies* like:

- **ADRs** - Bank explosive profits from overseas markets - Singapore, Hong Kong, New Delhi, Sao Palo, you’ll be making money in every corner of the globe!
- **IPOs** - Get into the hottest investments on the market today BEFORE the street finds out tomorrow!
- **ETFs** - Want lightening fast returns without staring at a trading screen all day? You’ll find them here (we’ve got the countries leading expert to guide you!)
- **Penny Stocks** - From $0.1 to $0.25, it happens everyday - and it’s good enough to turn $5,000 into $125,000. Sound good? We’ll show you how!
- **Small Caps** - The fertile proven profit grounds of the Over-The-Counter market. This is where you’ll find a steady stream of triple-digit returns!
- **Commodities** - Oil, silver, gold, wheat, pork bellies, you name it - you’ll profit from it, regardless of if they go up or down!
- **And $Much, $Much $More**!

I urge you to take me up on this offer. I can’t promise you’ll ever see it again. Get your first fortune-building issue today!

The profits are mere moments away... Start now!

**Staying One Step Ahead Of The Market Is Easy...**

With the Internets most comprehensive newsletter, *The Daily Market Beat* and *Small Cap Fortunes*! With information and strategies on the hottest stocks tips and investing techniques... it will change the way to look at making money -

**IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER:** This featured company sponsored advertising issue of Untapped Wealth does not purport to provide an analysis of any company's financial position, operations or prospects and this is not to be construed as a recommendation by Untapped Wealth or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security. Xcelmobility (XCLL), the "Company" featured in this issue, appears as paid advertising, paid by Cedarvale Investments, LLC to provide public awareness for XCLL. Cedarvale Investment, LLC, who owns 1 millions shares of XCLL, believes that this program will be beneficial for its business and keeping its shareholders apprised of its progress. Cedarvale Investments, LLC has approved and signed off as "approved for public dissemination" all statements made herein regarding XCLL's history, assets, technologies, current as well as prospective business operations and industry information. Untapped Wealth and Capital Financial Media (CFM) have used outside research and writers using public information to create the advertisement coming from Untapped Wealth about XCLL. Investors/shareholders of the Company may or will sell shares at or about the time Untapped Wealth is distributed. Although the information contained in this advertisement is believed to be reliable, Untapped Wealth and CFM makes no warranties as to the accuracy of any of the content herein and accepts no liability for how readers may choose to utilize the content. Readers should perform their own due-diligence, including consulting with a licensed, qualified investment professional or analyst. Further, readers are strongly urged to independently verify all statements made in this advertisement and perform extensive due diligence on this or any other advertised company. Untapped Wealth is not offering...
securities for sale. An offer to buy or sell can be made only with accompanying disclosure documents and only in the states and provinces for which they are approved. Many states have established rules requiring the approval of a security by a state security administrator. Check with http://www.nasaa.org or call your state security administrator to determine whether a particular security is licensed for sale in your state. Many companies have information filed with state securities regulators and many will supply investors with additional information on request. CFM has received and managed a total production budget of $500,000 for this online advertising effort and will retain any amounts over and above the cost of production, copywriting services, mailing and other distribution expenses, as a fee for its services. Untapped Wealth is paid $5,000 as an editorial fee from CFM and also expects to receive new subscriber revenue as a result of this advertising effort. *More information can be received from XCLL's investor relations representative or at XCLL's website www.xcelmobility.com. Further, specific financial information, filings and disclosures as well as general investor information about publicly traded companies like XCLL, advice to investors and other investor resources are available at the Securities and Exchange Commission website www.sec.gov and www.nasd.com. Any investment should be made only after consulting with a qualified investment advisor and after reviewing the publicly available financial statements of and other information about the company and verifying that the investment is appropriate and suitable. Investing in securities is highly speculative and carries a great deal of risk especially as to new companies with limited operations and no history of earnings. The information contained herein contains forward-looking information within the meaning of section 27A of the Securities Act of 1993, as amended, and section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, including statements regarding expected growth of the featured company. In accordance with the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act, XCLL notes that statements contained herein that look forward in time, which include everything other than historical information, involve risks and uncertainties that may affect the Company's actual results of operations. Factors that could cause actual results to differ include the size and growth of the market, the Company's ability to fund its capital requirements in the near term and in the long term; pricing pressures, technology issues etc. CFM reserves the right to update this advertising piece for additional news and stock information.